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Introduction
Quote from the Commission’s memorandum:
“By codifying the requirement for a
technical contribution, the Directive
should ensure that patents for “pure”
business methods or more generally social
processes will not be granted”
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Practice
“Technical contribution” is already required
today by the EPO
Use: separate “technical” from “nontechnical” business methods
Cfr. Council (rec. 13a): “Accordingly, a
computer-implemented business method,
[...] in which the only contribution to the
state of the art is non-technical cannot
constitute a patentable invention.”
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Click here for larger preview
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Preview some chapters: click
on them in the TV above!

NEW: order by
cell phone!

Ladybugs are very
useful insects.
They dispose of
parasites. However,
software patent
litigators are far
too large for them
in general.
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View film in Browser
Exclusive: download
immediately what you buy!
Buy soundtrack (mp3)
Buy film
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Get help straight from our
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Add to shopping cart
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Request loan 11
Send as gift
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Liked this
search
result? You
may also
like these:
1. Lady and the
bird
2. Bugging ladies
3. Lady mugger
4. Software
patents and
other bugs
5. Bugging me,
bugging you
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Pay using credit card

x Yes, I want to receive special o"ers!

If we don’t have your order in stock, it will immediately be sent to an affiliated vendor!
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Pay using credit card

x Yes, I want to receive special o"ers!

don’t have your order in stock, it will immediately be sent to an affiliated vendor!

op: Selling things over a network using a server, client and payment processor, or
client and a server - EP803105 and EP738446
by cell phone: Selling over a mobile phone network - EP1090494
ng cart: Electronic shopping cart - EP807891 and EP784279
Films] [Books]: Tabbed palettes - EP689133
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Detail: Webshop
EP784279 and EP807891
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Merchant

Buyer
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Detail: Webshop
EP784279 and EP807891
This is you cart:

Merchant

Buyer
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Detail: Webshop
EP784279 and EP807891

This is my cart:
Merchant

Add this to it:

Buyer
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Detail: Webshop
EP784279 and EP807891
This is you cart:

Merchant

Buyer
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Detail: Webshop
EP784279 and EP807891
Technical
This is youContribution:
cart:
The buyer keeps track of what is in
his shopping cart, instead of the
Merchant merchant.

Buyer
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Detail: Rebate codes
EP370847:

I’m customer X and I
bought this great product.
Merchant

Buyer
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Detail: Rebate codes
EP370847:

Merchant

Hi, customer X. You have to pay
EUR 50.23 are elegible for a
rebate of EUR 25.63.
How much of it do you want to
use now?

Buyer
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Detail: Rebate codes
EP370847:

I’ll take EUR 25.23,
thank you.
Merchant

Buyer
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Detail: Rebate codes
EP370847:
Ok, then you still have
to pay 25 EUR and have 40
cents rebate left for the
next time.
Merchant

Buyer
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Detail: Rebate codes
EP370847:
Technical Contributions:
Ok, then you still have
•toYou
can
use
fractions
of
your
pay 25 EUR and have 40
rebate
cents rebate left for the
• You cannext
savetime.
left-overs of your
rebate
for
later
Merchant

Buyer
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Conclusion
The requirement for a “technical
contribution” does not prevent business
method patents
Many business method patents have already
been granted in Europe
Those patents are similar in scope to their US
counterparts
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